Welcome to the Old Rosedale Gardens Homeowners Association
Facebook Group!
As Amended December 31, 2015
We are residents of Old Rosedale Gardens, a neighborhood bordered by
the east side of Arden, the west side of Hubbard, the south side of
Plymouth Road, and the south side of West Chicago. All Old Rosedale
Gardens residents who are at least eighteen years of age may join the
ORGHA Facebook Group.The group's administrator will use the ORGHA
Directory to confirm residency. If the person asking to join is not in the
directory, the administrator may have to contact him or her to verify
residency.

Old Rosedale Gardens Homeowners Association (ORGHA)
Facebook Group - Purpose and Guidelines
1. Purposes of the ORGHA Facebook Group:
- To keep residents up to date on neighborhood events
- To provide an opportunity to learn about and discuss both
neighborhood and community issues
- To help residents connect with others who live in the neighborhood.
The views expressed in this Facebook Group do not necessarily reflect the
views of the ORGHA Board or of ORGHA as a whole.
2. Civility, respect, and courtesy are expected. The group will not allow
name-calling, harassment, bullying, or derogatory posts/comments
directed at another resident. Likewise, the group cannot permit
profanity, obscene language, nude imagery, or violent content on
the page. This section of the guidelines conforms to the Facebook
Community Standards, to which every user agrees before joining
Facebook. We trust group members understand that these
guidelines are intended to keep conversation flowing in the kindest, most
neighborly way possible and are not meant to quash free speech.
3. The ORGHA Facebook Group is not a place for commercial advertising
or sales. Members are welcome to advertise and sell their own

belongings (e.g.,household goods and furnishings, tools) and
to ask for and give referrals to business establishments and
commercial services. We realize there may sometimes be a fine line
between commercial and non-commercial sales, and we will abide by the
administrator's decision in this regard.
4. Please refrain from political campaigning, political
endorsements, and partisan politics when you post or comment.
5. A group administrator may remove posts or comments that he or she
believes are in violation of the ORGHA Group guidelines and/or
Facebook Community Standards. In addition, group members may
report any post or comment they think is in violation. (To report, click on
the arrow above and to the right of the text and choose the appropriate
option from the menu.) An administrator will determine whether a post or
comment should be removed. The administrator may have a discussion
with the group member who posted/commented but will always contact
this person to let him or her know why the entry is deemed inappropriate.
In an extreme situation, a post or comment might be reported to
Facebook. A member may appeal the the decision to delete a post or
comment to the ORGHA Board.
6. If a member puts up an extremely inappropriate post or comment, or if a
member is a repeat offender, an administrator may remove him or her
from the group. Removal could be temporary or even permanent, and
the member will be given the reason for the administrator's decision.
Either kind of removal may be appealed to the ORGHA Board. The
board itself may review any inappropriate post or comment and may
decide on a temporary or permanent ban.
7. Group administrators may delete posts that are not relevant to the
current discussion (e.g., time-sensitive posts) or may "bump" more
relevant posts to the top of the page.
By requesting to join or remaining in the ORGHA Facebook Group, you
agree to these guidelines. Thank you and enjoy!
The ORGHA Board and the ORGHA Facebook Group Administrators

